
  

  
CloudMonix is an Azure monitoring and automation platform. It provides in-depth monitoring of 
30+ Azure services, automated recovery of production issues, sophisticated auto-scaling, 

integration to many 3rd party products and much more. All attendees receive a promotion code good for 2 months of free usage 
for either Ultimate or Professional plans! Visit http://bit.ly/globalazure2019-cloudmonix to register and enter the coupon code 
GAB2019.   
 

 
Serverless360 is the comprehensive way to manage and monitor Azure Services related to 
Enterprise Integration. All attendees can try Serverless360 with limited time Gold Plan for free. 

Visit http://bit.ly/globalazure2019-serverless360 to redeem. Serverless360 coupon code is only valid until May 10th. You must activate it 
before then.  
 

 
Kemp puts multi-cloud application experience (AX) within your control. Kemp's application 
experience fabric (Kemp 360) gives enterprises and service providers a centralized, interconnected 
overlay that simplifies how to optimize, analyze and secure apps across any mix of environments. 

Power your always-on application experience at kemp.AX. Kemp is providing a trial of their LoadMaster (load balancer) tool to 
all attendees, as well as Kemp 360 central licenses to manage load balancers on a variety of platforms. 
 
Redeem the LoadMaster at http://bit.ly/globalazure2019-kemploadmaster  
Redeem the Kemp 360 at http://bit.ly/globalazure2019-kemp360   

 
 
Progate is an online platform where anyone can learn modern programming skills such as 
JavaScript, Python, Ruby and more, without having to watch any videos! Progate has intuitive slides 
and exercises, beginners can easily learn new programming skills while experienced coders can 

brush-up their programming basics. Learn from anywhere with the full-screen web version or Progate mobile app. 
 
Progate is offering a free 1-month subscription of the entire platform, for all participants of Global Azure Bootcamps this year. 
 
Visit http://bit.ly/progateaccessgab2019 to activate your subscription.  
 

 
RevDeBug: True Observability Platform for DevOps and Cloud-Native. With “almost zero” impact on 
performance, bring together in-production record & replay debugging with fastest root cause 

analysis, automated rollbacks and performance profiling. Fix fast or die!  All attendees get a RevDeBug Enterprise license for 
three months free. 
 
Visit http://bit.ly/globalazure2019-revdebug to sign up!   
 

 
The Global Azure Boot Camp Team would also like to thank the following sponsors who provided a prize  

or support for each location! 

 

 

 

Please thank the local organizers and sponsors! 

Thank you for attending the Global Azure Boot Camp event!  This day would not be possible with the 
hard work of your local organizers and backing of local and global sponsors.  Below you’ll find some 
great giveaways our global sponsors have provided for EVERYONE who attended the event.  Please read 
carefully on how to redeem the offers below and note that many have expiration dates so please 
redeem them quickly. 


